I got out of bed.

Are

Bulls Eye

Questions

Directions: Draw two lines from each beginning through two middles and two endings. Use for additional practice.

Do
carnivores
like meat?
open?
ladybugs
the ladybug's wings
a type of insect?
ladybugs
Is
the ladybug bent?
on my back?
Should
be brushed twice daily?
you
visit
your dentist annually?

Planets
dotoe自主品牌planets
rotate on an axis?
have an atmosphere?

A lion
did
chase it's prey?

The planet Jupiter
does
flex?

A bicep
did
exercise
to increase the size of your biceps?

A bicep
did
exercise
to increase the size of your biceps?

Ben Franklin
can
invent the light bulb?

Ben Franklin
can
invent the light bulb?

South Africa
can
occur in South Africa?

The War of 1812
can
be on the test?

The War of 1812
can
be on the test?

Visit your dentist annually?
be on the test?

Your teeth
be brushed twice daily?
you
visit
your dentist annually?

The War of 1812
be difficult?

The War of 1812
be on the test?